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Abstract

One of the main problems in feature-b~sed modeling is to
represent and to handle the feature semantics as well as the
geometric and topological information. In this paper an al-
gebraic representation structure which maps feature shape
semantics into a geometric model and provides facilities for
interactive feature manipulation is presented. In this struc-
ture, called the Feature Entity Relation Graph (FERG), the
parameters defining a form feature are expressed as alge-
braically formulated relationships between feature entities.
In the same way it is possible to represent dimensions and
geometric constraints to express the functional shape re-
quirements of the part and to preserve the feature shape
semantics. To enable local as well as global interactions
and manipulations on FERG, entities and relationships are
structured at different levels of detail.

Keywords: Design by Features, Geometrac Constmints,
Aigebmic Geometry, Intemctiue Feature Manipulation, User-
dejined Features, Integmted Feature-Based Systems

1 Introduction

In CAD systems based on the design-by-features approach,
features are used as semantic entities which are provided to
the user in order to express the design intent. Examples of
design features are slots, holes and pockets. The relation-
ships between features are kept in a feature-based model
which then is evaluated in order to derive the geometric 3D
representation of the final object. Traditionally, parametric
systems perform this evaluation following a procedural ap-
proach, where every pre-defined design feat nre is hardcocled
in a procedure driving the solid modeler. The problem with
this approach is that no link between the feature description
and the solid representation is preserved. For detailed dis-
cussion of the procedural approach see [Sha93, Shaf34]. The
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necessity to overcome these problem leads us to the defi-
nition of a parametric design feature model, which is able
to represent the parametric description of design features
independently of the functionality and type of the underly-
ing geometric modeler. It allows to represent and maintain
the design semantics of pre-defined design features and arbi-
trary user-defined features. Furthermore, it cart achieve the
consistency between the solid model and the design feature-
based model. Interactive changes on the two models such
as dragging a side face of a slot or editing a design feature
parameter should he automatically reflected in both repre-
sentations.

This paper introduces a parametric representation, the
Feature Entity Relation Graph (FERG), which provides func-
tionalities to create and to maintain user-defined and pre-
define design features. The FERG enables to represent the
feature entities and their parametric dependencies. The en-
tities are real constituents of the part model, such as faces
and edges, or are virtual entities representing construction
entities such as axis of symmetry or coordinate frames. Di-
mensions and positions are expressed as relationships be-
tween entities. Within FERG, design features are described
by their entities and intrinsic and extrinsic relationships. In-
trinsic relations are used to represent the internaf structure
of the feature shape, while extrinsic relations represent the
inter-relationships among features. These relations cover the
relative position and orientation of features with respect to
real and virtual entities.

The paper is organized as it follows: The FERG model
is outlined in paragraph 2. The properties of FERG and
its major benefits are discussed and shown by an exam-
ple in paragraph 3. In paragraph 4 the representation of
pre-defined and user-defined design features by FERG is de
scribed.

2 Feature Entity Relation Graph

The theoretic foundations to define a model able to represent
user-defined design feat ures are derived from the parametr-
ic and algebraic geometry [Abh87, Buc85, Chu90, Hof89,
Hof93] ~~ well as from feature-based modeling [KoP93, Laa93,
Sha94]. These foundations are applied for the specification
of a Feature Entity Relation Gmph (FERG) [Bru94], which
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Figure 1: Real entities (RE) and virtual entities (VE) composing o form feature.

is introduced in this paragraph. The basic entities and the
relationships between these entities are further described.
Applications fkom design-by-features using FERG and the
major benefits of FERG are also outlined.

2.1 Feature Entities

Form features are described by their semantics and a set of
pmameter. The shape model of a form feature is derived
from this description and it is mapped to a set of feature
entities. Feature entities are specified at two levels of ab-
straction: 1. A lower level, which specifies the shape of
a feature entity using algebruic entities. 2. A higher level,
which allows a point of view to feature entities closer to their
semantical signification by separating them into real entities
and virtual entities. These feature entities are represented
as implicit algebraic equations. They build up the halfspace
decomposition of the form feature.

Algebmic entities are the containers able to hold the rep-
resentation of algebraically specified feature entities. They
are restricted to shapes that can be expressed by implicit al-
gebraic surface or curve equations generated by irreducible
polynomials of first or second order. The following cate-
gories of entity primitives are supported: planar surfaces,
quadric surfaces, space curves, linear plane curves, conic
plane curves, and points. The surface and curve points
have to be regular to avoid self-intersecting or degenerated
shapes.

Surfaces are interpreted as algebraic halfspaces; i.e., point
sets of the form: {(z, ~, ,z)I f (z, y, z) < O}. The interior of an
halfkpace is defined by the opposite direction of the surface
normal. The implicit algebraic equation of a pkmar surfoce
is a polynomial of degree one:

a.x+b. y+c. z+d=O (1)

An alternative representation is N= ~P = O, where A’ =
[a b c dlT is the column vector of the plane-equation coef-
ficients and P = [ZVZ1]T the plane points in homogeneous
coordinates.

The implicit algebraic equation of a qtiadric surface is a
polynomial of degree two. It can be represented by a sym-
metric matrix A containing the coefficients of the generating
polynomial. Then the quadric surface is defined by all points
P such that PT ~A. P = O. Provided that a quadric surface

is transformed to the origin, its general equation is limited
to the following form:

[Xy:l]. (W”[u=o‘2)
Based on this equation, the following classes of qtilcs

are allowed (a > 0 can always be obtained by multiplying
the equation by – 1):

a b IC k I
>0 >0 >0 <o ellipsoid
>0 >0 <o <o hyperboloid
>0 >0 =0 <o elliptical cylinder

Curves can be defined in two ditTerent ways: iirat, as a
space curve derived by the intersection of two surfaces, and
second, as linear or conic plane curves on a surface with gen-
erating implicit polynomials similar to those of the surfaces.
Points are represented as the intersection of three surfaces.
However, the most common representation for a point is the
representation via homogeneous coordinate. Even if hem-
geneous points are not algebraic, they are integrated for the
sake of computational reasons and due to the compatibility
with other components of the system environment.

Feat ure entities are classified in two categories: reai en-
tities and virtual entities. They express the semantics of a
feature entity with respect to its role in the part model or
in the definition of a form feature. Red entities (RE) cor-
respond to elements of the solid representation. Examples
are the faces of a block and the bottom face of a blind hole.
Virtual entities (VE) are construction primitives and closure
faces of a volumetric form feature. Construction primitives
are, for instance, the principaf axis of a cylinder (usually
defined as the intersection of two planes), or the center of
a circle. An example for a closure face ia the top t%e of a
blind hole or a pocket. Virtuaf entities have no permanent
representation in the solid model. They can be temporarily
evaluated and visualized to the user, for example to support
interactive manipulation on features by edking and trans-
forming construction primitives. Further examples of real
and virtual entities are illustrated in Figure 1.
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2.2 Entity Relations

Entity relations (ER) are used to attach parameters and geo-
metric constraints to feature entities and to control the spa-
tial relations and dimensions between form features. Spatial
relations represented by the Ells are algebraically formu-
lated. The goal is to represent all spatial relations between
feature entities that me significant in the design process.
ERs are not just passive objects that represent and store
spatial relations. They are active since they are able to
determine the spatial relation between feature entities and
know how to create a feature entity having a specific spatial
relation to a reference entity. The measure associated to an
ER depends on the type of the represented spatial relation.
It is interpreted as a distance or an angle.
The supported spatial relations and the feature entities they
are applied to, are defined as follows (see Figure 2):

Coincident Two feature entities we comc~dent, if they have
the same type of generating polynomials, and if they
have the same position and orientation in 3D space.
A coincident relationship can be established between
surfaces, between curves, and between points.

Coplanar Coplanarity is similar to the coincident relation.
The difference is that the reference and target en-
tity must have opposite orientation. Coplanar rela-
tions are defined between the following types of feature
entities: plane-plane, plane-curve, plane-point, curve-
curve, curve-point.

Parallel A pamilelism relation can be established between
planes and between lines.

Perpendicular Perpendicularity is a relation restricted to
planes and lines.

Intersecting Also the intersection relationship is Mind only

between planes and lines. Two intersecting entities do
not need to intersect on the border of the object (see
Figure 2).

Tangent A quadric is tangent to another quadric, if they
have the same tangent plane for a surface point. A
plane is tangent to a quadric, if the tangent plane of
one of the surface points of the quadric is coincident
or coplanar with the plane. The case of tangent curves
is similar

Concentric Only feature entities with an algebraic specifica-
tion of degree two can be wncentric quadric - quadric,
conic - conic. Quadrics or conies are concentric, if their
center-point has the same position and if their alge-
braic specification is equal with the exception of the
radii.

Coaxial Quadrics are waxial, if the z-axis of their local co-
ordinate systems have the same orientation within the
reference coordinates system. The cormial spatial rel-
tion corresponds to the parallel relationship of planes.

Solving spatial relations is relevant in three contexts:

1. IVheu instantiating an ER between existing feature
entities. In this case their spatial relation has to be
determined.

2. lVhen a feature entity has to be created with a spe-
cific spatial relation to an existing reference entity.
In this case the evaluation is performed in two steps:
First, the new feature entity has to be represented alge-
braically. Second, an entity relation has to be instan-
tiated, which represents and stores the spatial relation
between the reference entity and the new feature en-
tity. The new feature entity is called the target entity.
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The spatial relation between the

two entities is derived. Parallelity

is determined. Its associated measure
is a distance. The vafue of the
distance d is derived.

The measure is bound. Rotation
of one entity keeps the other entity
unchanged. The new type of relation
(intemxtion) is determined, but the
associated measure (angle) do not
correspond to the previously
bound distance d.
This configuration is not allowed.

The measure is derived. Rotation
of one entity keeps the other entity
unchanged. The new type of relation

(intersection) and the value of its
associated angle a are determined.

When modifying the part model, for example, by a
user interactlon~ If the user modifies the model” by
transforming a plane then all entity relations referring
to this plane have to be activated to perform the fol-
lowing operations: first, the spatial relation between
the transformed reference plane and the target plane
has to be determined. This is similar to the situation
1. Second, if the entity relation represents a geometric
constraint, then it is tried to modify the position of the
target entity accordingly, otherwise the new spatial re-
lation is stored in the entity relation. This is similar
to the situation 2 previously described. Of course, the
modification of a target entity implies that all entity
relations referring to it have to perform the same op-
erations, until all feature entities affected by the trans-
formation of the plane are modified. This is called the
propagation efIect.

actual value of a sDatial relation can be hound to a
specific value or it can be derived from the current situation.
Also the ER itself can be bound or derived. Three significant
combinations are possible:

1.

2.

The spatial relation and the associated measure are
bound. This configuration is used to define a geomet-
ric constraint between feature entities or to represent
bound parameters. The defined type of spatial relation
and the value of the associated measure have always to
be maintained. Transforming one feature entity causes
all otha feature entities associated by a bound relatiou
to be transformed as well (see Figure 3(a.1)).

The spatial relation is bound, but the value of the as-
sociated measure is derived. This configuration defines
a geometric constraint between feature entities that is
less strong than the first one. Only the defined type
of spatial relation has to be maintained. The value
of the measure is determined from the actual situa-

3.

tion. Entity relations of this type are used to rep
resent derived parameters. ‘Ikansforming one feature
entity causes the modification of other entities, if and
only if a bound spatial relation between them is no
longer verified. The value of the associated measure is
not considered, but it is updated accordhtg to the new
configuration (see Figure 3(a.2)).

The sDatial relation and the associated measure are de
rived ~ This configurate ion do not define any constraint,
but it sets a notifier which informs about every change
of a spatial relation between the referenced feature en-
tities (see Figure 3(b.2)).

ERs are divided in different types depending on the f-
t ure entities they refer to, and on the type of relation they
represeut. They are hierarchically classified as illustrated in
Figure 4. The ERs expressing the shape of a form feature
by geometric constraints and parameters are cafled intrinsic
entity relations (IER). IERs are binary, if they refer to a pair
of feature entities. They are hyper IERs, if they define spa-
tial relations between a set of entities belonging to the same
feature. Hyper IERs, for instance, are used to constrain and
to parametrize pattern featurea. IERa are always bound to
specific spatial relation. The value of the associated merumre
might be derived. Spatial relations between pairs of entities
of diflerent form features are represented by eztrinsic entity
relations (EER). They define a relative positioning between
form feat ures. EERs can be unidirtxtiorml or bidirvctionol.
Unidirectional EERs define a parent-child relation between
form feat ures. The position of a child feature is relative to
the position of the parent feature. Bidirectional EERs, in
contrast to the uniduectional, define an equivalent entity
relation between form features. The relative position is a
bilateral constraint for both featurea, for example, to con-
trol the invariant perpendicular intersection of two slots as
illustrated in Figure 5. The initial set of IERs describing
the shape characteristics of a form feature are pm-defied,
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while the EERs depend on the design process. However, it
is possible to define, to erasse, to convert, or to filter ERs
explicitly.

Figure 5: The bidiwctional EER controlling the invariant
perpendicular intersection of two slots. The four EERs il-
lustrate the possible alternatives.

2.3 The FERG Model

When creating a pre-defined design feature, its correspon-
dent form feature Ill% and VES as well as the IERs are
instantiated and stored. Furthermore, the EERs are estab-
lished in order to connect feature entities of different form
features of a part model. The result is a graph whose nodes
represent the feature entities and whose arcs represent either
intrinsic or extrinsic Ells. The graph is called feature entity
relation graph (FERG) and represents the FERG model of
a part. Since the FERG model is a low level representation
of a part model, which considers just the feature entities,
it is necessary to abstract from FERG by an hierarchical
organization of its elements.

The first abstraction is done by representing the FERG
model of a single form feature with a separate structure.

This structure is called intrinsic feotum entity nefation gmph
(1-FERG). In contrast to the general FERG, the I-FERG
is not directed. It is an hyper graph because of the hyper
IERs. Because the arcs of an I-FERG are restricted to IEW,
its family is a proper subset of the general FERC famiiy:
I – FERG’ c FERG’. In the following all sets are denoted
by a ● to distinguish them from their elements.

When a pm-defined design feature is created its I-FERG
representation is instantiated as well. So it is not necessary
for the user to define the intrinsic geometric constraints of
a feature explicitly. Only the bound parameter vafues have
to be specified. They are obtained during the interaction
with the user. This is done either by the direct input of a
parameter value or by deriving it through the construction
method of the pm-defined design feature. Some examples for
the I-FERG representation of pre-defined design features are
illustrated in Figure 7.

Formally, the intrinsic feature entity rdation gmph I–FERG*
is defined by an hyper graph (.?3’, ZER* ) with nodes E’ and
hyper-arcs IER’ C P(E*) (here, P(E*) denotes the set of
sub-sets of E*) on which the following functions are defined:

UE : J?” + {Rea/Entity, VirtuufEntit~};

UAE :E* + AlgebraicE’;

ucc : IER4 ~ GC’ ;

where:

●

●

●

OE defines the entity type of the node;

CTAE associates a node with its algebraic representa-
tion, i.e. its implicit equation (here, AlgebratcE* is
the set of supported algebraic entities);

acr determines and controls the soatial retation and
g~ornetric constraint of an IER (Gal* is the set of sup-
ported geometric constraints).

The FERG model of a part always contains a setof I-
FERGs, each representing one form feature. These I-FERGs
are connected by EERs. Hence, it is possible to identify each
I-FERG within a FERG model as a single node of a primary
graph structure. The obtained graph is called ezttimric feu-
ture entity relation gmph (EFERG). Its nodes represent I-
FERGs. The arcs are sets containing the EERs defined be-
tween the feat ure entities of two I-FERGs. They are catled
extrinsic jeature relations (EFR) to express that they ref-
erence features rather then feature entities. The EFRs do
not contain any geometric information, but document that
there are some EERs defined between I-FERGs. EFRs are
directed. Their direction depends on the dmection of their
underlying EERs, hence they can be bidirectional. An E
FERG representation of a part is shown in Figure & It
corresponds to the block with a slot and a cylindrical blind
hole illustrated in the same Figure. A detailed illustration of
the nodes, which represent I-FERGs, and the EFRs, whkh
are sets of EERs, is shown in Figure 7.

The ertrmsic jenture entity relation gmph E – FERG’ is
formally defined by (F’, EFR~, EFR~ ) with nodes F*, uni-
directional arcs EFR~ c F* x F*, and bldirectionat arcs
EFR~ c ‘P2(F*) (i.e. the set of subsets containing ex-

. . . .
actly two elements of F ). The blJectlve function ~~.eattire :

~’ + Feature” links a node with the form feature it rep
resents an(i vice versa.

EER* is the set of EERs that can be established between
the feature entities of difTerent I-FERGs. It is defined as the
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union of the uniduectionaf arcs EER~ C 1?’ x E* and the ●

bldhectionaf arcs EER$ C P2(E* ) (where P2(E* ) the set of
subsets containing exactly two elements of E*). The spatial
relation and geometric constraint of an EER is determined
and controled by the function XCC : EER* * GC’ (GC’
is the set of supported geometric constraints). *

The link between elements of the I-FERGs and the E-FERGs
are maintained by the following functions:

S,_FEnc : F* ~ I – FERG* (bijective);

ZF:E* +F*; ●

EEFR : EER* + EFR*;

SEER : EFR’ + P(EER*);

where:

21. ~ERC associates a node of an EFERG with its ●

defining connected component (an I-FERG) and vice
versa;

~F links a feature entity (an I-FERG node) with the
corresponding EFERG node;

EEFR associates an EER with its EFR.

S~.gR is the “inverse” of rEFR and allows the access

Feature entities connected by an EER belong to dif-
ferent features:

V(e, e’) 6 EEM : ~F(e) # zF(e’),

V{e, e’} ~ EE~~ :~F(e) # ~F(e’);

Two related feature entities of different 1-FERGs are
connected by exactly one EER.

V(e, e’) E EE~ : (e’, e) $ EE~ A {e, e’} $! EE~;

V{e, e’} c EERJ : (e, e’) @ EE~ A(e’, e) $? EE@;

Two related features are connected by exactly one EFR:

V(~, /’) E EF@ : (j’}f) @ EF~A{f, f’} @ EF~,

V{f, f’} E EFR~ : (f, f’) @ EF~ A (f’, f) @ EFR:;

If all EERs between two I-FERGs have the same direc-
tion, then the corresponding EFR has thk direction,
too. Otherwise, the EFR is bidirectional:

VEFR E EFR’ : ZEER(J3FR) #0,

VEFR c EFR’ : EFR c EF~ u

2EER(EFR) C EEX

AV(e, e’) E nE~R(EFR) : e E E; Ae’ E E~~

to the EERs contained within an EFR where EER = M f’);

Finallv. all wmnetric constraints of Dart have to satisfied.
Let f E F*, such that (E~, ZER* ) denotes the I-FERG as-

/
Local modifications of feature entities& entity relations are

sociated with f, i.e. ZJ – FERC ( ). Then the FERG model recursively propagated through the model as described in
is valid, if the following conditions are fulfilled:

● All E-FERG nodes are associated with one I-FERG
such that all feature entities of an I-FERG are linked
to the same feature:

. Feature entities connected by an IER belong to the
same feat ure:

VIER E IER’ : V{e, e’} c IER: ~F(e) = ~r(e’);

Section 2.3. -

3 An Example

In this paragraph an example of a FERG model is discussed.
Its intension is to clarify the previously introduced theory
on FERGs.

The underlying part is a slot on a block with a blind hole
as it is illustrated in Figure 6. As shown, the part is com-
posed by the three pm-defined design features represented
in Figure 1. The main shape is a block. It consists of six
planar faces, which are real entities. They are labeled as in
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Figure 7: The complete FERG representation of the part in Figure 6.

Figure 1. The I-FERG representation of the block is shown
in Figure 7. Its interactive creation may be performed by
the following sequence of operations. First, the user has to
pick two points of the bottom face, which specify two corners
and the width of the block. A third pick on the same plane
defines the length of the block. With this information five
of the six faces of the block are already specified. These are
the bottom face, which is algebraically equal to the plane
on which the corners are picked, the two side faces, and the
front and back face. Their algebraic representation is eassily
obtained by the three point equation for planes. The top
face and the associated height finally can be obtained, for
example, by a linear sweep operation. Since the Mock is
the main shape of the part, the resulting parameter values
associated to the IERs have to be bound.

Next, the slot is created. Its construction starts with the
instantiation of the I-FERG representation, which is similar
to that of a block (see Figure 7). The differences are that
all planar entities have an opposite orientation with respect
to the corresponding faces of the block, and that the closure

faces are virtual entities. The reason is that the halfspace
decomposition of the slot must be a subtractive volume. To
position the slot, the user has to pick one of the block faces,
which is the reference face for the slot. This pick already
defines a coplanar relation between the top face of the block
and the top face of the slot. To define the direction of the
slot, the user may pick two additional faces (which have
to be adjacent to the firstly picked face). Also this defines
implicitly two further EERs, which are the front and back
face of the slot coplanar with the picked faces. From that
the first parameter of the slot can be derived. It is the
slot length. Other two picks on one of the already defined
faces specify the position of the left and the right face of
the slot, and its width. Finally, the user may decide that
the position of the slot on the block has to be constrained,
for instance, by an EER which bounds the left face of the
Mock to a parallel relationship with the left face of the slot.
Tbe associated distance maybe derived, bound to the actuaf
value, or bound to a specific value. The latter may cause
the transformation of the slot relative to the block. Here the
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dktance is defined to be bound to a eiven dimension (tlm.
1 in Figure 6).

Finally, the cylindrical blind hole has to be created. As
before, first the corresponding I-FERG is instantiated. In
comparison with the previously instantiated I-FERGs, the
I-FERG of a cylindrical volume has a particularity (see Fig-
ure 7), which is the representation of the parameter radius
and the orientation of the cylindrical surface. Because the
radius is dkctly encoded in the algebraic representation of
the cylinder, it k to be represented by a self-relation. The
orientation of the cylinder, in this example, is defined by
the intersection of two virtual planes. They define the z-
axis of the local coordinate system of the cylinder. Hence,
the relation between these planes and the cylinder is not rep-
resented by IERs, but it is directly encoded in the algebraic
representation of the cylindrical entity.

The I-FERG of the blind hole is updated to the actual
values by performing a sequence of operations similar to
those before. To position the blind hole, two bound EERs
are instantiated. They control the parallelism between the
virtual planes of the blind hole and the faces of the slot. The
values are bound to the dimensions dim. 2 and dim. 3. At
the end, the user decides that the depth of the Mind hole
has to be derived by defining the distance dim. 4 between
the bottom face of the blind hole and the bottom face of
the block. To specify this dependency, the user instantiates
an EER, w hlch represents a parallel relations~l p, and he
connects the two bottom faces by picking them.

4 Mapping Design Features into FERG

Design features are ckssified as pre-defined and user-defined
features [@t92]. In the following paragraph the mapping
of design features into FERG is discussed. Then it is shown
how user-defined features are obtained fkom a FER.G model.

4.1 Pre-Defined Design Features

The pre-defined design features (PDF) are represented by I-
FERGs, which are stored in the design feature library of the
application. Before a pre-defined design feature is created
interactively, its I-FERG representation is instantiated. It
is not necessary for the user to define the intrinsic geon~et-
ric constraints of a feature explicitly, but bound parameter
values have to be specified. They are obtained from the in-
teraction with the user. This is done either by the direct
input of the parameter value or by deriving it through the
construction method of the pre-defined design feature.

4.2 User-Defined Design Features

User-defined design features (UDF) can be either compound
features or arbkrary user-defined design features. The FERG
structure supplies the methods for creating and maintaining
user-defined design features. They can be defined by adchng
some nodes and/or arcs to the I-FERG representation of a
pre-defined design feature. Adding an arc, i.e. an IER, de-
fines an UDF with less degrees of tkeedom. Adding feature
entities and intrinsic entity relations to the I-FERG defines
a new design feature.

The added feature entities can be, for instance, solids cre-
ated with the solid modeler which then are transformed into
their algebraic representation. After their implicitization,
for instance, by using the methods described in [h4an90,
Ka190, Kap92], they have to be connected to feature enti-
ties of the I-FERG by instantiating IERs representing the
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spatial relations. A second possibility to create user-defined
arbitrary design feat ures is guided by the interactive design
process. The user instantiates feature entities by defining a
specific spatial relation to a reference entity. In this case,
the IER is created together with the new entity.

A property of FERG is the ease of building compound
feat ures. The generation of those features is based on a
simple transformation operation. Conaider a FERG model
created during a design session, for instance, the block with
a slot and a cylindrical blind hole in Figure 7. The difference
between this FERG model, which represents a part model
composed of several features, and the representation of the
same part expressed as a compound feature, ia the type of
ERs. This means that, if the EERs between feature entities
of the di.fTerent features are modified into IERa, then the E
FERG is transformed into the I-FERG of the corresponding
compound feature. The relevant design parameters of the
obtained compound feature are all bound ERs of the original
graph. For example, the positioning of the slot relative to
the left face of the block, which was previously expressed
by an EER, transforms to an IER, which now represents a
parameter of the new UDF. The obtained I-FERG can be
stored in the design feature library in order to reinstantiate
it.

5 Conclusions

In this paper the FERG (Feature Entity Relation Graph)
model is introduced. It is a relational model, which allows to
maintain generic (pm-defined) and arbitrary (user-defined)
design feature representations is introduced. FERG is baaed
on entities, which constitute the existing (red) topologic f-
ture entities as well as non-existing (virtual) entities. Vi-
t ual entities allow to access construction geometry such as
coordinate frames or axis of symmetry as well as entities,
which are removed after boolean operations such as closure
faces. The parametric relations between those entitia store
spatial as well as positional information derived from the in-
teractive design process. The parametric relations are solved
using algebraic equations, which determine the values bound
to those relations.

The FERG model constitutes a central part of an inte-
grated feature modeling system [DeM94a]. This system is
based orI an integrated feature-based kernel, which serves
as the common representation in order to link design by
features and feature recognition processes. Within this inte-
grated kernel the FERG is closely linked to a shape feature
object graph, which is a geometric representation structure
covering the geometric and topological “mterrelationa, as in-
tersections and closures, between shape featurea. The shape
feature object graph is theoretically baaed on the SGC (Sa-
Iective Geometric Complex) defined in [Ros90].

The ongoing development of the integrated featur~based
modeling system is based on ACIS (STI), a non-manifold
solid modeling toolkit [AC192a, AC192b]. The system is
realized in C++ on AT&T compiler.
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